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Take a journey with us through our 

state-of-the-art manufacturing facility 

in Sebring, Florida, the worldwide 

source of our etherium™ by E-Stone 

surfaces. We are one of the only 

companies in the world to manufacture 

and distribute our own surfacing 

products. This book will give you an 

inside look into our unique production 

process and what goes into making our 

products of unparalleled quality.
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(Photos left) Close-ups of raw materials in bins. (Photo above) Exterior inventory bins — where we house our stone, quartz, glass, porcelain and granite. 

reach 78% post-consumer recycled content and require 60% less raw material to make.
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(Photos from left-to-right) Exterior views of the plant.

which is the size of nearly three football �elds.
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(Photos above, left-to-right) The raw material is washed and then it goes into the crusher, where the material is 
divided into different sizes.

(Photo left) The mosaic wall around the plant honors the Sebring International Raceway, one of the oldest in the U.S.
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(Photos from left-to-right) Interior inventory bins; container holding 
the resin; kiln where slabs are cured to attain properties of resistance 
to stain and impact.
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Procedural checks for quality control and structural strength of the slabs.
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(Photos above) Operator of kiln. 

and 1.5 million square meters of mosaic tile per year.
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(Photo above) Aerial view of polishing lines. (Photos above) Application of resin to the top of the slab to close all of the pinholes.

Our manufacturing facility runs 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
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(Photo above) Polishing line.(Photos left) Axis robot to test for thermal expansion.

the U.S. Green Building Council and can contribute to LEED points.
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On line 1 of the plant, 18 out of 40 polishing heads are made by etherium™ by E-Stone. On line 2 of the plant, 20 out of 60 polishing  

heads are made by etherium™ by E-Stone.

Rough surface polishing pad Special for dark colorsMedium surface polishing pad Matte finishFine surface polishing pad Proprietary design manufactured by TREND

E-Stone is the only manufacturer to make nearly half of its own
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Overview of polishing area.
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This is the cutting process, where the slabs are cut to size. 

We stand by the quality of all the products we make
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Slab selection process to determine grade (A, B, C, etc.).
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Our mosaics are hand-cut based on individual customer 
design selections. 
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Product sample area — this is where all samples are kept before they are sent out. 

Endless
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(Photo above) Blue recycled glass.(Photo left) Slab and tile inventory. 

Our agglomerate surfaces do not produce any volatile organic compound (VOC) emissions, 
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(Photos from left-to-right) Semi-precious stones and mother-of-pearl shell on the end, used in many of our slabs and mosaics.Semi-precious Stones
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Machine heats up to 400˚F for 400 seconds to complete the process 
of embedding the design into the slab. This is the process used to 
create the slabs from our TrascendaTM Collection.

(Pictured here is the making of Statuario, one of the five colors  
in the collection.)

Anything you 
dream can become 
a reality with 


